

Abstract—As AES algorithm has been widely used in the field

of routing, wireless sensor network and RFID, how to
implement the low power optimization design for AES
encryption becomes the research emphasis. In this paper, the
low power state machine design is studied and implemented.
Firstly, three data path structures of AES encryption circuits,
which are 128, 32 and 8bit respectively, are implemented. Then
for each structure, three state machines are designed and
implemented with Finite State Machine (FSM), Look-Up Table
(LUT), and Decoder-Switch-Encoder (DSE) method
respectively, as well as analyzed on the performance of area,
frequency, power consumption, throughout and energy. Based
on SMIC 0.18μm 1.62V CMOS standard library, the
experimental results indicate that the AES encryption circuit
with 8bit data path structure achieves the smallest area,
whereas the one with 128bit data path structure performs the
highest throughput and the lowest average power consumption.
For three different data path structures, LUT state machine
achieves superior low power consumption performance.
However state machine with DSE method always used to
implement low power consumption optimization of S-box,
cannot meet low power requirement, in that the low power
performance of DSE method should be combined with the
nonlinearity of original combinational logic circuits.

Index Terms—Finite State Machine (FSM), low power,
Look-Up Table (LUT), Decoder-Switch-Encoder (DSE),
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

I. INTRODUCTION

DVANCED Encryption Standard (AES) is a kind of
symmetric block cipher standard, which was issued by

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
November 2001 [1]. Due to its small area cost and low power
consumption, AES algorithm has been widely used in the
field of routing, wireless sensor network and radio-frequency
identification (RFID). However, for those AES encryption
with ultra high speed or small area, the low power
consumption requirement cannot be met. Thus how to
implement the low power optimization design for AES
encryption has became the research emphasis. As the only
nonlinear operation, S-box has been studied for low power
consumption optimization by plenty of works, always with
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composite field arithmetic [2] or Decoder-Switch-Encoder
(DSE) method [3], [4]. However there are few works on low
power state machine.

Several works have paid attention to the low power
optimization for Finite State Machine (FSM). To obtain low
power consumption implementation of Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) processor, the strategy of optimizing
the state coding, which is operated by merging two-way
branch states to compound states, is adopted in [5] for FSM
optimization. Besides, a methodology for the decomposition
of FSMs targeted towards low power dissipation is proposed
in [6], which performs effectively on the network of
interacting FSMs. Both of the above methods aim at the
interacting FSM with significant branches, which is not
suitable for the one of AES encryption coprocessor with few
branches. In [7], an approach, which combines the use of
distributed hardware tasks and power gating techniques to
obtain ultra low-power FSM implementations, is proposed,
controlling part of the design switched on/off according to
their activity. To shut down the controller while no data or
command is transferring for a long time, a SD card controller
with low power structure composed of two asynchronous
units (BIU and CIU) is presented in [8]. Whereas the
controller of AES encryption coprocessor runs until the
encryption process has finished, the method of [7] or [8]
cannot be adopted

Motivated by this fact, this paper designs three different
state machines, implemented with FSM, Look-Up Table
(LUT) and DSE method respectively. Meanwhile all are
applied to the design and implementation of AES encryption.

II. AES ALGORITHM

A. Basic Algorithm
AES encryption algorithm is a block cipher algorithm. The

input 128bit plain test data block is divided into a 4×4 matrix
which is called state matrix. The element of the state matrix is
an 8bit data, namely a 1-byte data. According to the different
key sizes: 128, 192 and 256bit, the state matrix is operated by
Nr=10, 12 or 14 rounds transformation respectively. Each
round is composed of four transformations: SubBytes (SB),
ShiftRows (SR), MixColumns (MC) and AddRoundKey
(AK), and the process of each round is shown in Fig. 1. For
the last round, only three transformations of SB, SR and AK
are used and the MC is eliminated, which is implemented by
a MUX unit.

The SB operation is the only nonlinear operation in AES
algorithm, and each byte in the state matrix is replaced by the
substitution function S-box. The S-box is an inverse function
in the finite field GF(28) followed by an affine transformation.
SR is a cyclic shift operation in each row by 0-3 byte offsets
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from row 0 to row 3 respectively. The MC operation takes the
4 bytes in each column as the polynomial coefficients on
GF(24), multiplied with a Constant polynomial c(x) on the
irreducible polynomial x4+1. The c(x) is given by

3 2( ) ' 03 ' ' 01' ' 01' ' 02 '.c x x x x    (1)

The multiplication in MC is operated as the bit
multiplication in GF(28), on the irreducible polynomial
x8+x4+x3+x+1. AK is a simple bitwise XOR operation on
128bit round data and round key.

The cipher key adopted in this paper is 128bit, treated into
a state matrix as the plain test similar to the round data. Based
on the cipher key, the Key Expansion module is to generate
each round key, and is composed of three transformations:
the cyclic shift permutation of the column, the column SB
operation and the bitwise addition with the round constant
array Rcon, which records the round count and eliminates the
symmetry.

B. AES encryption architecture design
According to the basis flow of AES algorithm, AES

encryption structure is shown in Fig. 2, in which the core
parts are Round transformation module and Key Expansion
module, while the auxiliary parts are AddRoundKey module
and Rcon module. All these modules are controlled by
Controller module, which is the research emphasis of this
paper. For each round, Round transformation operation is
implemented with sequential structure, and Key Expansion
module generates round key. Besides, in the auxiliary section,
round transformation data and key data are operated on
modulo 2 addition by AddRoundKey, while round
transformation is recorded by Rcon feeding back the count
record to Controller.

As the input data of AES round transformation is 128bit,
three different data path structures for AES encryption are
designed and implemented, which are 128bit, 32bit and 8bit
respectively [10]. Fig. 2 shows the structure of AES
encryption with d-bit (d=128, 32, 8) data path. For detailed
operation of MixColumns and Key Expansion in three
structures, [3], [9] and [11] are referred to, respectively. For
128bit structure, ten rounds can be implemented with
sequential structure. Yet, to get the 128bit data for next round
transformation, 32bit structure requires a register to store the
32bit output data. So does 8bit structure.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOW POWER STATE MACHINE

A. State Transition Diagram
128bit AES encryption round transformation circuit is

implemented with pure combinational logic, in which each
round transformation operation just requires one clock. As

shown in Fig. 3, the Mealy state transition diagram contains
two input control vectors {AES_en, C_Rcon_end}, i.e. AES
enable signal and count end signal, and five output vectors
control_reg={C_r_en, C_lr_en, C_k_en, C_Rcon_en,
C_x_en}, which represent original round enable, last round
enable, key expension enable, count enable and add round
key enable respectively. Besides the Idle state (which
represents the initial state), only two states are required. State
S1 represents the round transformation state which starts with
the signal AES_en=”1”, and the next state is still S1 until ten
rounds have been completed, i.e. the count end signal
C_Rcon_end=”1”. Then State S2 starts with Idle followed,
which represents the AES process finished.

In the 32bit AES encryption round transformation circuit,
SubBytes and MixColumns modules are implemented with
serial structure, and each round transformation operation
requires four clocks. The state transition diagram is shown in
Fig. 4. Compared with the 128bit structure, one input control
signal named C_m_end, which marks the store module
finished, is additive. Besides the Idle state, three states are
required. State S1 marks each round active, with State S2
followed, which represents the middle two 32bit operations
in each round controlled by C_m_end=0. If C_m_end=1,
State S3 starts, i.e. the count module is active. Then for the
original rounds (i.e. the first nine rounds or C_Rcon_end=0),

Fig. 1 The process of round transformation.

Fig. 2 AES encryption structure with d-bit data path (d=128, 32, 8).

Fig. 3 The state transition diagram for 128bit AES encryption state machine.
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the next state is transited to S1 to start next round
transformation. And for the last round (i.e. C_Rcon_end=1),
the next state is transited to Idle, which represents the AES
process finished.

In the 8bit AES encryption round transformation circuit, 2
S-boxes are required, one for SubBytes modules, the other
one for key expression. Each round transformation operation
requires 21 clocks, due to the additional 4 clocks for
MixCilumns module 32bit operations and 1 clock for storing
128bit data. The state transition diagram is shown Fig. 5.
Compared with the 32bit structure, two input control signals
are additive, which are C_wait_end for masking the
MixColumns module prepared and C_x_end for marking the
AddRoundKey module end. Besides the Idle state, five states
are required. State S1 marks each round active, with State S2
followed to wait MixColumns module data preparation. If
32bit data has been prepared, the next state is transited to S3
to operate round key addition, which is controlled to finish by
C_x_end=1. Thus the next state is S4. If C_m_end=1, State
S5 starts to enable the count module. Then for the original
rounds, the next state is transited to S1 to start next round
transformation. And for the last round, the next state is
transited to Idle, which represents the AES process finished.

B. The Implementation of State Machines
State machine, short for FSM, represents the

mathematical model for finite states as well as the transition
and operation among those. In this paper, FSMs are
implemented with Mealy method according to each state
transition diagram. And output control_reg is both based on
input signal and current state.

LUT state machine is designed to implement FSM with

look-up table, which in detail describes the state of circuits in
each clock. In this paper, the input registers of AES round
transformation state machines with three different data path
structures, i.e. 128, 32 and 8bit, are control_in = {AES_en,
C_Rcon_end} ， control_in = {AES_en, C_m_end,
C_Rcon_end}，control_in = {AES_en, wait_end, C_x_end,
C_m_end, C_Rcon_end}, respectively. Combined with
control_in, a new register control_cnt is required to transit
among states. Hence, the input state LUT_in is represented as
LUT_in={control_in, control_cnt}.

DSE state machine is implemented with
decoder-switch-encoder method, which is always called DSE
for short, from LUT state machine. For N×N nonlinear
mapping circuits, decoder transforms Nbit input signals to
2Nbit one-hot codes, i.e., decoder transforms the mapping
table of N×N to the one of 2N×2N, on the basis of which
switch unit is directly wired performing one bit mapping,
without resource cost and power consumption. Encoder
transforms the 2Nbit one-hot codes to Nbit output signals. It
has been shown that the zero power consumption
performance of switch unit, and one-hot codes used in
decoder and encoder unit, play a significant role in reducing
the power consumption of the circuits. In this paper, the input
registers of DSE method are the same as these of LUT
method, for the three different data path structures.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This paper implements FSM, LUT and DSE state machine
for the AES round transformation of 128, 32 and 8bit data

Fig. 4 The state transition diagram for 32bit AES encryption state machine.

Fig. 5 The state transition diagram for 8bit AES encryption state machine.

TABLE I
DIFFERENT AES STATE MACHINES IMPLEMENTATION (@20MHZ)

Data Path
(bit)

Implement-
ation

Area
(μm2)

fmax

(MHz)
Power
(μW)

128
FSM 309.36 38.68 3.88
LUT 262.79 38.45 3.72
DSE 572.14 38.3 5.07

32
FSM 435.76 38.51 5.35
LUT 482.33 38.2 3.91
DSE 1520.16 36.7 5.48

8
FSM 798.34 37.74 10.26
LUT 908.11 37.48 7.42
DSE 4217.88 35.97 10.34

fmax: the maximum frequency of circuit Fig. 6 The relationship between power consumption and nonlinearity.
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path structures, respectively. Synthesized with Synopsys DC
Tools and SMIC 0.18μm 1.62V CMOS standard library, the
experimental results are listed in TABLE I. For three
different data path structures, LUT state machine performs
optimal power consumption, with an operating frequency of
20 MHz. TABLE II shows the synthesis results of different
data path AES structures implemented with LUT state
machine. The results indicate that AES round transformation
circuit with 8bit data path structure achieves the smallest area
which is 104838.15μm2, whereas the one with 128bit data
path structure performs the highest throughput and the lowest
average power consumption, which are 3230.69 Mbps and
0.58 μJ/Mb respectively.

It can be known from TABLE II that, the AES state
machine implemented with DSE method cannot meet low
power requirement. Motivated by this fact, the relationship
between the power consumption of combinational logic
circuit and nonlinearity is studied, and 8 × 8 pure
combinational logic circuits is researched as a typical
example. The synthesis result is shown in Fig. 6. And the
result shows that the higher nonlinearity pure combinational
logic circuit performs, the better low power consumption
performance DSE method achieves.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper implements FSM, LUT and DSE state
machines for AES round transformation of 128, 32 and 8bit
data path structures, respectively. Synthesized with Synopsys
DC Tools and SMIC 0.18μm 1.62V CMOS standard library,
the analysis results indicate that AES round transformation
circuit with 8bit data path structure achieves the smallest area,
whereas the one with 128bit data path structure performs the
highest throughput and the lowest average power
consumption. For three different data path structures, LUT
state machine achieves superior low power consumption
performance. However DSE state machine cannot meet low
power consumption requirement, in that the low power
performance of DSE method should be combined with the
nonlinearity of original circuits.
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TABLE II
DIFFERENT DATA PATH STRUCTURES AES IMPLEMENTED WITH LUT STATE MACHINE (@20MHZ)

Data Path
(bit)

Area
(μm2)

fmax

(MHz)
Tmax

(Mbps)
Twork

(Mbps)
Power
(μW)

Pever

(μW/MHz)
Eever

(μJ/Mb)
Energy

(μJ)

128 248957.76 25.24 3230.69 2560 1477 73.85 0.58 73.85
32 147898.40 26.75 856 640 1035 51.75 1.62 207
8 104838.15 26.82 171.65 128 782 39.1 6.11 782

Tmax: the maximum throughout that circuit receives; Twork: the throughout on the work frequency; Pever: the average power on the work frequency; Eever: the
average energy on the work frequency
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